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Abstract. In this paper, we re-define a cryptographic notion called Online/Offline Identity-
Based Signcryption. It is an “online/offline” version of identity-based signcryption, where
most of the computations are carried out offline and the online part does not require any
heavy computations such as pairings or multiplications on elliptic curve. It is particularly
suitable for power-constrained devices such as smart cards. We give a concrete implementa-
tion of online/offline identity-based signcryption. The construction is very efficient and flexi-
ble. Unlike all previous schemes in the literature, our scheme does not require the knowledge
of receiver’s information (either public key or identity) in the offline stage. The receiver’s
identity and the message to be signcrypted are only needed in the online stage. This feature
provides great flexibility to our scheme and makes it practical to use in real-world applica-
tions. We prove that the proposed scheme meets strong security requirements in the random
oracle model, assuming the Strong Diffie-Hellman (SDH) and Bilinear Diffie-Hellman Inver-
sion (BDHI) are computationally hard.

1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Providing efficient mechanisms for authentication and confidentiality is probably the most im-
portant requirement in electronic transactions, especially in mobile devices or smart cards. Since
attackers can easily access the physical layer and launch some potential attacks in such devices,
inclusion of cryptographic protection as a countermeasure should be very effective. However, due to
the power-constrained nature of these devices, only light operations are allowed to be implemented.
For this reason, efficiency becomes the main concern in the design of cryptographic algorithm for
such environment.

Identity-Based Cryptography. Identity (ID)-based Cryptography, introduced by Shamir [16],
eliminates the need for checking the validity of certificates in traditional public key infrastructure
(PKI). In an ID-based cryptography, public key of each user is easily computable from an arbitrary
string corresponding to this user’s identity (e.g. an email address, a telephone number, and etc.).
Using its master key, the private key generator (PKG) then computes a private key for each
user. This property avoids the requirement of using digital certificates (which contain Certificate
Authority (CA)’s signature on each user’s public key) and associates implicitly a public key (i.e.
user identity) to each user within the system. One only needs to know the recipient’s identity
in order to send an encrypted message to him. It avoids the complicated and costly certificate
(chain) verification for the authentication purpose. In the case of signature schemes, verification
takes only the identity together with the message and a signature pair as input and executes the
algorithm directly. In contrast, the traditional PKI needs an additional certification verification
process, which is in fact equivalent to the computation of two signature verifications.

We argue that ID-based cryptography is particularly suitable for smart cards. The most im-
portant reason is that it eliminates the costly certificate verification process and the storage of
the lengthy certificate. In addition, when there is a new card issued, other terminals or payment
gateways do not need to have its certificate verified in order to communicate in a secure and
authenticated way. This can greatly reduce communication overhead and computation cost.
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Signcryption. Signcryption, whose concept was introduced by Zheng [21], is a cryptographic
primitive aiming to provide unforgeability and confidentiality simultaneously as typical signature-
then-encryption technique does but with less computational complexity and lower communication
cost. Due to the efficiency one can obtain, signcryption is suitable for many applications which
require secure and authenticated message delivery using resource-constrained devices.

The idea of ID-based signcryption was first proposed by Malone-Lee [15]. It was further im-
proved in [7, 13, 2, 8] for efficiency and security.

Online/Offline Signature. Online/Offline Signature was first introduced by Even, Goldreich
and Micali [9]. The main idea is to perform signature generation in two phases. The first phase
is performed offline (before the message to be signed is given) and the second phase is performed
online (after the message to be signed is given). Online/offline signature schemes are useful, since
in many applications the signer has a very limited response time once the message is presented, but
he can carry out costly computations between consecutive signing requests. We note that smart
card applications may take full advantages of online/offline signature schemes: The offline phase is
implemented during the card manufacturing process, while the online phase uses the stored result
of the offline phase to sign actual messages. The online phase is typically very fast, and hence can
be executed efficiently even on a weak processor.

Online/Offline Signcryption. The notion of online/offline signcryption was first introduced
by An, Dodis and Rabin [1]. As in the case of online/offline signature schemes, online/offline
signcryption schemes should satisfy a basic property that online computation should be performed
very efficiently. All expensive operations such as exponentiation or pairing computation should
be conducted offline in the first phase of the scheme. Similar to online/offline signature, it is also
reasonable to assume that the offline operations are independent of the particular message to be
signed and encrypted, since the message only becomes available at a later stage. The second phase
is performed online, once the message is presented.

An, Dodis and Rabin [1] did not give any concrete construction of online/offline signcryption,
but focused mainly on establishing formal security model for signcryption and analysis of some
generic constructions. The first concrete online/offline signcryption scheme was given by Zhang,
Mu and Susilo [20], and it requires an additional symmetric key encryption scheme to achieve
confidentiality. Another scheme can be found in [19]. However, its practicality is dubious since
the scheme requires every user to execute a key exchange protocol with the remaining users in
the system. Moreover, both of them are in the PKI (non ID-based) setting. The first ID-based
online/offline signcryption scheme was given by Sun, Mu and Susilo [17] in a semi-generic setting,
from any ID-based signature scheme.

1.2 Limitation of existing schemes

All of the schemes mentioned above have a restriction which renders them impractical in many
situations: They require the receiver’s public key / identity to be known in the offline phase, which
can result in serious performance degradation. Smartcard is one of the examples. Suppose there
are some sensitive data stored in a smartcard, which has only very limited computation power.
In order to send the sensitive data to a recipient in a secure and authenticated way, it should be
encrypted using the recipient’s public key and signed with the card owner’s private key. To ensure
timely and efficient delivery, it would be much better if part of the signcryption process could
be done prior to know the data to be encrypted and the recipient’s public key. Wireless sensor
network (WSN) or mobile devices can be another example. Similar to smartcard, wireless sensors
or mobile devices such as PDA or smart phone have only limited resources. It may take very long
time, or even impossible to execute heavy computations on those tiny devices. Yet the data they
process may be sensitive which is necessary to be encrypted and authenticated before sending
off to the terminal stations. By using online/offline signcryption, the offline part (containing all
heavy computation) can be done by a third party at the setup or manufacturing stage or when
external power is connected. However, it is obvious that the data to be processed and the receiver’s
information is unknown at this stage.
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In the above examples, the previous online/offline signcryption schemes (such as [1, 20]) cannot
be used, since they require the receiver’s public key in the offline stage. This maybe one of the very
important reasons that previous online/offline signcryption schemes are not practical to be used
in daily life applications.

1.3 Our Contributions

In this paper, we make the following contributions.

1. We re-formulate the notion of online/offline signcryption in the ID-based setting. We argue
that it would be the best solution to provide authentication and confidentiality to smart cards
or mobile devices for the following reasons. First, it combines the separate process of sign and
encrypt into one “signcryption”. Second, it even splits the signcryption process into online and
offline stages, so that all the heavy computations can be performed in the offline stage, leaving
only light operations such as hashing or integer multiplication to be done on tiny devices when
the signcrypted message is known. Third, it is in the identity-based setting which gets rid of
the costly process of certificate verification.

2. We present a concrete online/offline ID-based signcryption scheme, which does not require
any heavy computation (such as pairing or elliptic curve multiplication) in the online stage.
The security is proven using two assumptions, namely the Strong Diffie-Hellman (SDH) and
Bilinear Diffie-Hellman Inversion (BDHI) assumptions in the random oracle model.

3. More importantly, unlike all other previous schemes, our proposed scheme does not require the
receiver’s information (in our case, the identity) in the offline stage. The receiver’s identity,
together with the message to be signcrypted, are needed only in the online stage. This feature
greatly increases the practicality of online/offline signcryption scheme. Our scheme is the first
in the literature to allow this kind of flexibility.

4. When compared to the combination of online/offline ID-based encryption and online/offline
ID-based signature, although the combination may achieve the same features as our scheme, ef-
ficiency is far more behind. Our scheme is about 30%−50% more efficient than any combination
of the state of the art online/offline ID-based encryption and signature schemes.

1.4 Organization

The rest of the paper are organized as follows. We review some definitions in Section 2. It is followed
by our proposed scheme in Section 3. We analyze the performance of our scheme in Section 4. Our
paper is concluded in Section 5.

2 Definitions

2.1 Pairings

We briefly review the bilinear pairing. Let G and GT be two multiplicative cyclic groups of prime
order q. Let g be a generator of G, and e be a bilinear map such that e : G × G → GT with the
following properties:

1. Bilinearity: For all u, v ∈ G, and a, b ∈ Z, e(ua, vb) = e(u, v)ab.
2. Non-degeneracy: e(g, g) 6= 1.
3. Computability: It is efficient to compute e(u, v) for all u, v ∈ G.

2.2 Intractability Assumption

Definition 1 (`-Strong Diffie-Hellman Assumption (`-SDH)). [4] The `-Strong Diffie-Hellman
(`-SDH) problem in G is defined as follow: On input a (` + 1)-tuple (g, gα, gα

2
, · · · , gα`) ∈ G`+1,

output a pair (g
1

α+c , c) where c ∈ Z∗q . We say that the (t, ε, `)-SDH assumption holds in G if no
t-time algorithm has advantage at least ε in solving the `-SDH problem in G.
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Definition 2 (`-Bilinear Diffie-Hellman Inversion Assumption (`-BDHI)). [3] The `-
Diffie-Hellman (`-BDHI) problem in G is defined as follow: On input a (`+1)-tuple (g, gα, gα

2
, · · · , gα`) ∈

G`+1, output e(g, g)
1
α ∈ GT . We say that the (t, ε, `)-BDHI assumption holds in G if no t-time

algorithm has advantage at least ε in solving the `-BDHI problem in G.

2.3 Definition of Signcryption

An ID-based online/offline signcryption scheme consists of the following six probabilistic polyno-
mial time (PPT) algorithms:

– (param,msk) ← Setup(1k) takes a security parameter k ∈ N and generates param the global
public parameters and msk the master secret key of the PKG.

– DID ← Extract(1k, param,msk, ID) takes a security parameter k, a global parameters param,
a master secret key msk and an identity ID to generate a secret key DID corresponding to
this identity.

– φ̄ ← Offline-Signcrypt(1k, param,DIDs) takes a security parameter k, a global parameters
param, a secret key of the sender DIDs , to generate an offline ciphertext φ̄.

– φ← Online-Signcrypt(1k, param,m, φ̄, IDr) takes a security parameter k, a global parameters
param, a message m, an identity of the receiver IDr where IDs 6= IDr, an offline ciphertext
φ̄ to generate a ciphertext φ.

– (m,σ)/ ⊥← De-Signcrypt(1k, param, φ,DIDr ) takes a security parameter k, a global parame-
ters param, a ciphertext φ, a secret key of the receiver DIDr to generate a message m and a
signature σ, or ⊥ which indicates the failure of de-signcryption.

– valid/ ⊥← Verify(1k, param,m, σ, IDs) takes a security parameter k, a global parameters
param, a message m, a signature σ, an identity IDs to output valid of ⊥ for an invalid signature.

For simplicity, we omit the notation of 1k and param from the input arguments of the above
algorithms in the rest of this paper. For correctness, if

φ̄← Offline-Signcrypt(DIDs)
φ← Online-Signcrypt(m, φ̄, IDr)

(m̃, σ̃)← De-Signcrypt(φ,DIDr )

we require that

m̃ = m

valid← Verify(m̃, σ̃, ˜IDs)

Note that our definition differs from the one in [17] in the way where the offline signcrypt stage
does not require the receiver’s identity as input. In our definition, the receiver’s identity is only
required in the online signcrypt stage.

2.4 Security of Signcryption

Definition 3 (Confidentiality). An ID-based online/offline signcryption scheme is semantically
secure against chosen ciphertext insider attack (SC-IND-CCA) if no PPT adversary has a non-
negligible advantage in the following game:

1. The challenger runs Setup and gives the resulting param to adversary A. It keeps msk secret.
2. In the first stage, A makes a number of queries to the following oracles which are simulated by

the challenger:
(a) Extraction oracle: A submits an identity ID to the extraction oracle for the result of

Extract(msk, ID).
(b) Signcryption oracle: A submits a sender identity IDs, a receiver identity IDr and a mes-

sage m to the signcryption oracle for the result of Online-Signcrypt(m,Offline-Signcrypt(DIDs),
IDr).
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(c) De-signcryption oracle: A submits a ciphertext φ and a receiver identity IDr to the
oracle for the result of De-Signcrypt(φ,DIDr ). The result is made of a message and a
signature if the de-signcryption is successful and the signature is valid under the sender’s
identity. Otherwise, a symbol ⊥ is returned for rejection.

These queries can be asked adaptively. That is, each query may depend on the answers of
previous ones.

3. A produces two messages m0,m1, two identities ID∗s , ID
∗
r and a valid secret key DID∗s

corre-
sponding to ID∗s . The challenger chooses a random bit b ∈ {0, 1} and computes a signcryption
ciphertext φ∗ = Online-Signcrypt(mb, Offline-Signcrypt(DID∗s

), ID∗r). φ∗ is sent to A.
4. A makes a number of new queries as in the first stage with the restriction that it cannot query

the de-signcryption oracle with (φ∗, ID∗r) and the extraction oracle with ID∗r .
5. At the end of the game, A outputs a bit b′ and wins if b′ = b.

A’s advantage is defined as AdvIND−CCA(A) = |Pr[b′ = b]− 1
2 |.

Definition 4 (Unforgeability). A signcryption scheme is existentially unforgeable against chosen-
message insider attack (SC-EUF-CMA) if no PPT adversary has a non-negligible advantage in the
following game:

1. The challenger runs Setup and gives the resulting param to adversary A. It keeps msk secret.
2. A makes a number of queries to the following oracles which are simulated by the challenger:

(a) Extraction oracle: A submits an identity ID to the extraction oracle for the result of
Extract(msk, ID).

(b) Signcryption oracle: A submits a sender identity IDs, a receiver identity IDr and a mes-
sage m to the signcryption oracle for the result of Online-Signcrypt(m,Offline-Signcrypt(DIDs),
IDr).

(c) De-signcryption oracle: A submits a ciphertext φ and a receiver identity IDr to the
oracle for the result of De-Signcrypt(φ,DIDr ). The result is made of a message and a
signature if the de-signcryption is successful and the signature is valid under the sender’s
identity. Otherwise, a symbol ⊥ is returned for rejection.

These queries can be asked adaptively. That is, each query may depend on the answers of
previous ones.

3. A produces a signcryption ciphertext φ∗ and two identity ID∗r , ID∗s . A wins if

(a) De-Signcrypt(φ∗, DID∗r
) returns a tuple (m∗, σ∗) such that valid← Verify(m∗, σ∗, ID∗s);

(b) No output of the signcryption oracle decrypts to (m∗, σ∗) such that valid← Verify(m∗, σ∗, ID∗s);
and

(c) No extraction query was made on ID∗s .

A’s advantage is defined as AdvEUF−CMA(A) = Pr[A wins ]

3 The Proposed Online/Offline ID-Based Signcryption Scheme

3.1 Construction

Let G and GT be groups of prime-order q, and let e : G×G→ GT be the bilinear pairing. We use
a multiplicative notation for the operation in G and GT .

Setup: The PKG selects a generator g ∈ G and randomly chooses s ∈R Z∗q . It sets g1 = gs and
g2 = gs1. DefineM to be the message space. Let nM = |M|. Also let nd be the length of an identity,
H1 : {0, 1}nd → Z∗q , H2 : {0, 1}∗ × GT → Z∗q and H3 : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}nM be some cryptographic
hash functions. The public parameters param and master secret key msk are given by

param = (G,GT , q, g, g1, g2,M, H1, H2, H3) msk = s
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Extract: To generate a secret key for a user with identity ID ∈ {0, 1}nd , the PKG computes:

dID ← g
1

H1(ID)+s

The user also computes and stores GID = e
(
gH1(ID)g1, g

)
for future use.

Offline-Signcrypt: The user with identity IDs ∈ {0, 1}nd , with secret key dIDs , at the offline stage
first randomly generates u, x, α, β, γ, δ ∈R Z∗q and computes:

U ← dIDsg
−u R← (GIDs)

x

T0 ←
(
gαH1(IDs)g

H1(IDs)+γ
1 g2

)x
T1 ← gxβ

−1H1(IDs) T2 ← gxδ
−1

1

Outputs the offline ciphertext φ̄ = (U,R, x, u, T0, T1, T2, α, β, γ, δ).

Online-Signcrypt: At the online stage, to encrypt a message m ∈ M to a user with identity
IDr ∈ {0, 1}nd computes:

t′1 ← β
(
H1(IDr)− α

)
mod q t′2 ← δ

(
H1(IDr)− γ

)
mod q

t← h2x+ u mod q c← h3 ⊕m

where h2 = H2(m, IDs, R, T0, T1, T2, t
′
1, t
′
2, U) and h3 = H3(R, T1, T2, U). Outputs the ciphertext

φ = (U, t, c, T0, T1, T2, t
′
1, t
′
2).

De-Signcrypt: To de-signcrypt φ using secret key DIDr , computes

R← e(T0T
t′1
1 T

t′2
2 , dIDr ) m← c⊕H3(R, T1, T2, U)

and outputs (m,σ, IDs) where σ = {R, t, U, T0, T1, T2, t
′
1, t
′
2}.

Verify: Computes h2 = H2(m, IDs, R, T0, T1, T2, t
′
1, t
′
2, U) and checks whether

Rh2 ?= e
(
gtU, gH1(IDs)g1

)
· e(g, g)−1 (1)

Outputs valid if it is equal. Otherwise outputs ⊥.
We note that the term e(g, g)−1 can be pre-computed or published as part of the public pa-

rameter by the PKG. Thus the number of pairing required in the whole de-signcryption process is
just 2, while there is no pairing required in either offline signcrypt or online signcrypt stage.

3.2 Security Analysis

Theorem 1 (Confidentiality). If there is a SC-IND-CCA adversary A of the proposed scheme
in Section 3 that succeeds with probability ε, then there is a simulator B running in polynomial
time that solves the (`+ 1)-BDHI problem with probability at least

ε · 1
q1

(
1− qs

qs + q2
q

)(
1− qd

q

)
where q1, q2, q3, qs, qd are the number of queries allowed to the random oracle H1, H2, H3, signcryp-
tion oracle and de-signcryption oracle respectively and we assume q1 = `.
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Proof. Setup: Suppose B is given a random instance of the (`+ 1)-BDHI problem (g, gα, gα
2
, . . . ,

gα
`

, gα
`+1

), B runs A as a subroutine to output e(g, g)
1
α . B sets up a simulated environment for A

as follow.
B first randomly selects π ∈R {1, . . . , q1}, Iπ ∈R Z∗q and w1, . . . , wπ−1, wπ+1, . . . , w` ∈R Z∗q .

For i ∈ {1, . . . , `} \ {π}, it computes Ii = Iπ − wi. Construct a polynomial with degree `− 1 as

f(z) =
∏̀

i=1,i6=π

(z + wi)

to obtain c0, . . . , c`−1 ∈ Z∗q such that f(z) =
∑`−1
i=0 ciz

i. Then it sets generator ĝ = g
∑`−1
i=0 ciα

i

=
gf(α).

For i ∈ {1, . . . , `} \ {π}, B expands fi(z) = f(z)
(z+wi)

=
∑`−2
j=0 di,jz

j to obtain di,1, . . . , di,`−2 ∈ Z∗q
and sets

H̃i = g
∑`−2
j=0 di,jα

j

= gfi(α) = g
f(α)
α+wi = ĝ

1
α+wi

It computes the public key g1 and g2 as

g1 = ĝ−αĝ−Iπ = ĝ−α−Iπ g2 = ĝα
2
ĝ2IπαĝI

2
π = ĝ(α+Iπ)2

where ĝα = g
∑`−1
i=0 ciα

i+1
and ĝα

2
= g

∑`−1
i=0 ciα

i+2
so that its unknown private key is implicitly set

to x = −α− Iπ ∈ Z∗q . For all i ∈ {1, . . . , `} \ {π}, we have (Ii,−H̃i) = (Ii, ĝ
1

Ii+x ).

Oracle Simulation: B first initializes a counter ν to 1 and startsA. Throughout the game, we assume
that H1-queries are distinct, that the target identity ID∗r is submitted to H1 at some point.

1. Random Oracle: For H1-queries (we denote IDν the input of the νth one of such queries), B
answers Iν and increments ν.
For H2-queries on input (m, IDs, R, T0, T1, T2, t

′
1, t
′
2, U) and H3-queries on input (R, T1, T2, U),

B returns the defined value if it exists and a randomly chosen h2 ∈R Z∗q for H2 and h3 ∈R
{0, 1}nM for H3 respectively, otherwise. B stores the information {h2, (m, IDs, R, T0, T1, T2,
t′1, t

′
2, U, γ)} in L2, where γ = Rh2 · e(ĝ, ĝ), and {h3, (R, T1, T2, U)} in L3.

2. Extraction Oracle: On input IDν , if ν = π, B aborts. Otherwise, it knows that H1(IDν) = Iν
and returns −H̃ν = ĝ1/(Iν+x).

3. Signcryption Oracle: On input a plaintext m and identities (IDs, IDr) = (IDµ, IDν) for
µ, ν ∈ {1, . . . , q1}, we observe that if µ 6= π, B knows the sender’s private key dIDµ = −H̃µ and
can answer the query according to the specification of the algorithm. We thus assume µ = π
and hence ν 6= π. Also observe that B knows the receiver’s private key dIDν = −H̃ν . The
remaining task is to find a triple (U, t, T0, T1, T2, t

′
1, t
′
2, h) such that

e(T, dIDν )h = e(ĝtU, gIDπ ) · e(ĝ, ĝ)−1

where T = T0T
t′1
1 T

t′2
2 , gIDπ = ĝIπg1. To do so, B randomly generates t, t′, h, t′1, t

′
2, t̃1, t̃2 ∈R Z∗q ,

computes

U = dIDν
t′+t′1t̃1+t

′
2t̃2 ĝ−t R = e(T, dIDν )

T0 = gIDπ
t′
h gIDν

− 1
h T1 = gIDπ

t̃1
h T2 = gIDπ

t̃2
h

where gIDν = ĝIνg1, and back patching the hash value H2(m, IDπ, R, T0, T1, T2, t
′
1, t
′
2, U) to h.

These values satisfy equation (1) as

Rh = e(T0T
t′1
1 T

t′2
2 , dIDν )h

= e(gIDπ
t′+t′1t̃1+t

′
2t̃2gIDν

−1, dIDν )

= e(gIDπ , dIDν )t
′+t′1t̃1+t

′
2t̃2 · e(ĝ, ĝ)−1

= e(Uĝt, gIDπ ) · e(ĝ, ĝ)−1
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and they are valid ciphertext tuples as the distribution of the simulated ciphertexts is the same
as the one in the real protocol. The ciphertext φ = (U, T0, T1, T2, t

′
1, t
′
2, t, m⊕H3(R, T1, T2, U))

is returned.
4. De-signcryption Oracle: On input a ciphertext φ = (U, T0, T1, T2, t

′
1, t
′
2, t, c) for identity (re-

ceiver) IDr = IDν , we assume that ν = π because otherwise B knows the receiver’s private
key dIDν = −H̃ν and can normally run the decryption algorithm.

First, we note the following fact. Let x̃ ∈ Zq such that

dIDµ
x̃ = ĝtUdIDµ

−1

(ĝ
1

Iµ+x )x̃ = ĝtUĝ
−1
Iµ+x

ĝx̃ = (ĝtU)Iµ+xĝ−1 (2)

Also let T = T0T1
t′1T2

t′2 , gIDν = ĝIνg1, and h = H2(m, IDµ, R, · · ·) (which is yet unknown to
B at this moment). As all valid ciphertext satisfies

Rh = e(ĝtU, ĝIµ+x) · e(ĝ, ĝ)−1

e(Th, ĝ
1

Iν+x ) = e((ĝtU)Iµ+x, ĝ) · e(ĝ−1, ĝ)

e(T
h

Iν+x , ĝ) = e((ĝtU)Iµ+xĝ−1, ĝ)

⇒ T
h

Iν+x = (ĝtU)Iµ+xĝ−1 (3)

Let x̃′ ∈ Zq such that

gIDν
x̃′ = Th

ĝx̃
′
(Iν+x) = Th

ĝx̃
′

= T
h

Iν+x

= (ĝtU)Iµ+xĝ−1 ( from equation(3) )

= ĝx̃ ( from equation(2) )
⇒ x̃′ = x̃

⇒ logdIDµ (ĝtUdIDµ
−1) = loggIDν (Th) (4)

From equation (4), we have

e(Th, dIDµ) = e(gIDν , S · dIDµ
−1) (5)

where S = ĝtU , which yields e(Th, dIDµ) = e(gIDν , S) · e(gIDν , dIDµ)−1.

The query is handled by computing γ = e(S, ĝIµg1), and search through the list L2 for entries
of the form (mi, Ri, h2,i, · · · , γ) indexed by i ∈ {1, . . . , q2}. If none is found, φ is rejected.
Otherwise, each one of them is further examined: for the corresponding indexes, B checks if

e(T, dIDµ)h2,i

e(S, gIDν )
= e(gIDν , dIDµ)−1 (6)

meaning that equation (5) is satisfied. If the unique i ∈ {1, . . . , q2} satisfying equation (6) is
detected, the matching pair (mi, h2,i, S) is returned. Otherwise φ is rejected.

Challenge: A outputs messages (m0,m1) and identities ID∗ for which it never obtained ID∗’s
private key. If ID∗ 6= IDπ, B aborts. Otherwise it randomly selects t, t′1, t′2, t̃0, t̃1, t̃2 ∈R Z∗q ,

c ∈R {0, 1}nm and U ∈R G. Computes T0 = ĝt̃0 , T1 = ĝt̃1 , T2 = ĝt̃2 to return the challenge
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ciphertext φ∗ = (U, t, T0, T1, T2, t
′
1, t
′
2, c). Let ξ = t̃0 + t′1t̃1 + t′2t̃2 and T = ĝ−ξ. Since x = −α− Iπ,

we let ρ = ξ
α(Iµ−α−Iπ) = − ξ

(Iπ+x)(Iµ+x) , we can check that

T = ĝ−ξ = ĝ−α(Iµ−α−Iπ)ρ

= ĝ(Iπ+x)(Iµ+x)ρ

= ĝ(IπIµ+(Iµ+Iπ)x+x2)ρ

A cannot recognize that φ∗ is not a proper ciphertext unless it queries H2 or H3 on e(ĝIµg1, ĝ)ρ.
Along the guess stage, its view is simulated as before and its output is ignored. Standard arguments
can show that a successful A is very likely to query H2 or H3 on the input e(gIDµ , ĝ)ρ if the
simulation is indistinguishable from a real attack environment.

Output Calculation: B fetches a random entry (m,R, T0, T1, T2, t
′
1, t
′
2, U, h2) or (R, T1, T2, U, ·) from

the lists L2 or L3. With probability 1/(2q2 + q3), the chosen entry will contain the right element

R = e(gIDµ , ĝ)ρ = e(ĝ, ĝ)−ξ/(Iπ+x) = e(g, g)f(α)2ξ/α

where f(z) =
∑`−1
i=0 ciz

i is the polynomial for which ĝ = gf(α). The (`+ 1)-BDHI solution can be
extracted by computing(

R1/ξ

e
(
g
∑`−2
i=0 ci+1αi , gc0

)
e
(
g
∑`−2
j=0 cj+1αj , ĝ

))1/c20

=

(
e(g, g)f(α)2/α

e(g, g)c0(c1+c2α+c3α2+...c`−1α`−2)e(g, g)f(α)(c1+c2α+c3α2+...c`−1α`−2)

)1/c20

=

(
e(g, g)f(α)2/α

e(g, g)
c0(c1α+c2α2+...c`−1α

`−1)+f(α)(c1α+c2α2+...c`−1α
`−1)

α

)1/c20

= e(g, g)
f(α)2−(c1α+c2α

2+...c`−1α
`−1)(c0+f(α))

c02α

= e(g, g)
c0

2

c02α

= e(g, g)1/α

Probability Analysis: B only fails in providing a consistent simulation because one of the following
independent events happen:

– E1 : A does not choose to be challenged on IDπ.
– E2 : A key extraction query is made on IDπ.
– E3 : B aborts in a Signcryption query because of a collision on H2.
– E4 : B rejects a valid ciphertext at some point of the game.

We have Pr[¬E1] = 1/q1 and ¬E1 implies ¬E2. Also observe that Pr[E3] ≤ qs(qs + q2)/q and
Pr[E4] ≤ qd/q. Combining together, the overall successful probability Pr[¬E1 ∧ ¬E3 ∧ ¬E4] is at
least

1
q1

(
1− qs

qs + q2
q

)(
1− qd

q

)
ut

Theorem 2 (Unforgeability). If there is an SC-UEF-CMA adversary A of the proposed scheme
in Section 3 that succeeds with probability ε, then there is a simulator B running in polynomial time
that solves the `+ 1-SDH problem with probability at least

ε2 · 1
q1q2

(
1− qs

qs + q2
q

)(
1− qd

q

)
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where q1, q2, q3, qs, qd are the number of queries allowed to the random oracle H1, H2, H3, signcryp-
tion oracle and de-signcryption oracle respectively and we assume q1 = `.

Proof. Setup: Suppose B is given a random instance of the (`+1)-SDH problem (g, gα, gα
2
, . . . , gα

`

, gα
`+1

),
B runs A as a subroutine to output (c, g

1
c+α ). B sets up a simulated environment for A as follow.

B first randomly selects π ∈R {1, . . . , q1}, Iπ ∈R Z∗q and w1, . . . , wπ−1, wπ+1, . . . , w` ∈R Z∗q .
Construct a polynomial with degree `− 1 as

f(z) =
∏̀

i=1,i6=π

(z + wi)

to obtain c0, . . . , c`−1 ∈ Z∗q such that f(z) =
∑`−1
i=0 ciz

i. Then it sets generator ĝ = g
∑`−1
i=0 ciα

i

=
gf(α).

For i ∈ {1, . . . , `}\{π}, B expands fi(z) = f(z)/(z+wi) =
∑`−2
j=0 di,jz

j to obtain di,1, . . . , di,`−2 ∈
Z∗q and sets

H̃i = g
∑`−2
j=0 di,jα

j

= gfi(α) = g
f(α)
α+wi = ĝ

1
α+wi

It computes the public key g1 and g2 as

g1 = ĝα g2 = ĝα
2

where ĝα = g
∑`−1
i=0 ciα

i+1
and ĝα

2
= g

∑`−1
i=0 ciα

i+2
so that its unknown private key is implicitly set

to x = α. For all i ∈ {1, . . . , `} \ {π}, we have (Ii, H̃i) = (wi, ĝ
1

wi+α ).

Oracle Queries are answered in the same way as in Theorem 1.

Output Calculation: A has produced a forged ciphertext (U, T0, T1, T2, t
′
1, t
′
2, t1, c), a sender identity

IDs and a receiver identity IDr. If IDs 6= IDπ, B aborts. Otherwise B uses DIDr to decrypt and
gets R and m∗.

We denote h1 for the reply of the H2 query on (m∗, IDπ, R, T0, T1, T2, t
′
1, t
′
2, U). B rewinded

to the point just before making this particular query. This time B supplies to a different value
h2 6= h1 to this query. A produced another forged ciphertext (U, T̂ 0, T1, T2, t̂′1, t̂

′
2, t̂, ĉ) based on h2.

Note that (U, T1, T2) are the same in both ciphertext as they are inputs to the H2 query. R and
m∗ are also the same, as they are also one of the inputs to the H2 query. By rewinding to the point
just before making this particular query does not change the input values, but only the output
values. If both forgeries satisfy equation (1), we obtain the relations

e(S1, gIDπ )
1
h1 e(ĝ, ĝ)−

1
h1 = e(S2, gIDπ )

1
h2 e(ĝ, ĝ)−

1
h2

where S1 = ĝtU , S2 = ĝt̂U and gIDπ = ĝH1(IDπ)g1 = ĝIπ+α. Then, it comes that

e
(
S1

h2
h2−h1 S2

− h1
h2−h1 , gIDπ

)
= e(ĝ, ĝ)

Let T̃ = S1

h2
h2−h1 S2

− h1
h2−h1 = ĝ

1
Iπ+α . From T̃ , B can proceed as in [4] to extract σ∗ = g

1
Iπ+α : it first

obtains γ−1, γ0, . . . , γq−2 ∈ Z∗q for which f(z)/(z + Iπ) = γ−1
z+Iπ

+
∑`−2
i=1 γiz

∗ and computes

σ∗ =
(
T̃ g−

∑`−2
i=0 γiα

i

) 1
γ−1

= g
1

Iπ+α

and returns the pair (Iπ, σ∗) as a result.

Probability Analysis is similar to the one in Theorem 1. In addition, there is a rewind here, with
successful probability ε/q2. Combine together, the overall successful probability is at least

ε2 · 1
q1q2

(
1− qs

qs + q2
q

)(
1− qd

q

)
ut
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4 Performance Analysis

The performance of our scheme is comparable to previous non-identity based online/offline sign-
cryption scheme, such as [1, 20]. Yet they need to fix the receiver’s public key in the offline stage
but we allow it to be known only in the online stage.

In terms of functionality, our scheme can be replaced by an online/offline identity-based en-
cryption (OOIBE) (such as [11, 14]) plus an online/offline identity-based signature (OOIBS) (such
as [10]) to obtain the same features. However, the efficiency of our scheme highly surpasses the
combination of an OOIBE and OOIBS. The advantages are shown in the following table. In the
comparison, we assume that |G| = 160 bits, |q| = 160 bits, |GT | = 1024 bits and |M| = |q| = 160
bits. We denote by E the point multiplication in G or GT , ME the multi-point multiplication in G
or GT (which costs about 1.3 times more than a single point multiplication), M the point addition
in G or GT and mc the modular computation in Zq.

GMC-1 GMC-2 LZ Our scheme
+ OOIBS + OOIBS + OOIBS

Offline computation 6E + 2ME 5E + 2ME 5E + 1ME 4E + 1ME

Online computation 1M + 3mc 1M + 3mc 4mc 3mc

Offline storage (bits) 2944 5376 2944 2624

Ciphertext length (bits) 3104 7424 2080 1280

Number of pairing for 9 4 5 2
decryption + verification

Security model selective ID standard random oracle random oracle
Table 1. Comparison of computation cost and size

Currently there are just 3 OOIBE schemes that allow the intended receiver’s identity to be
unknown in the offline stage. We use GMC-1 and GMC-2 to denote the first two in [11] and LZ to
denote the one in [14]. For OOIBS, there is only one concrete scheme by Xu et al. [18]. However it
was proven insecure by Li et al. [12] later. We use the generic construction by Galindo et al. [10].
The generic construction requires one public key based signature scheme and one online/offline
signature scheme. The underlying signature schemes we use are from [6] (random oracle) and [4]
(without random oracle) and the underlying online/offline signature scheme we use is from [5]. All
these signature schemes are the most efficient one in the state of the art within their respective
security model.

From the above table, we can see that our scheme achieves the least computation and the
smallest size in both offline and online stage, when compare to the combinations of OOIBE and
OOIBS.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we re-defined the notion “online/offline ID-based signcryption” and provided a
scheme that realizes it. Our construction is very efficient in a sense that it does not require any
pairing operation in offline and online signcryption stages. Furthermore, we do not require the
receiver’s information (in our case, identity) in the offline signcryption stage. It is the first in
the literature to remove such requirement. Without this restriction, our scheme is more flexible
and practical. Our scheme is particularly suitable to provide authentication and confidentiality to
power-constrained communication devices. We believe our proposed scheme may provide a practical
solution in secure and authenticated transaction for smart cards or mobile devices such as smart
phone.
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